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Clipless Pedal Systems
Bikefit expert and graduate Sports Therapist Nicholas Dinsdale (member of The Society
of Sports Therapists) explains the evolution, myths and benefits of using clipless pedal
systems.
Mystified
As both newcomers and reasonably experienced cyclists
alike take to the beautiful caminos and cycle paths throughout
Costa Blanca, I am mystified by
the large number that are missing out on the benefits of improved efficiency, comfort and
potential safety. Yes, I am referring to those that cycle regularly, covering many kilometres, and for unknown reasons - fail to use a suitable clipless pedal system.

My Challenge
In the UK, I have successfully
converted many recreational
cyclists of all ages and capabilities, including my wife Carol notably after only one month of
cycling. Therefore, by the end
of this short article, I hope at
least, to have dispelled the
myths

SM-SH56 Multi-Directional
Release cleat
surrounding clipless pedals, and
thus, successfully
converted
the
doubters that I occasionally ride with in
the Quesada area!
Moreover, I would like to
think that I can increase both
their enjoyment and cycling efficiency - along with many
other readers of the Costa
Blanca News.
I consider this as another
challenge which I hope to win.

Evolution of
clipless
pedals

sional peloton.
In 1987, Jean Beyl invented
the Time pedal system, which
allowed free rotational float
and some lateral motion of the
foot.
By the early 1990's many
different clipless pedals became available.
The introduction of a rotational-float quickly reduced
the incidence of knee injuries.
More importantly, injury
levels amongst the professional peloton dropped below
those of pre-clipless levels.
Subsequently, the use and
associated benefits quickly
spread to all types and abilities of cyclists, including
amateur
and
recreational
riders.

Benefits
Clipless pedals offer cyclists
better efficiency along with
more power, control and confidence.
They are part of a natural progression in cycling
efficiency with a minimum amount of your pedalling energy lost before it
reaches the rearwheel.
With
the foot attached to
the
pedal,
you
begin
to use
all the
muscles of
your legs to power the bike instead of relying solely on your
quadriceps to push the pedal
down. Clipless pedals enable a
full 360 degrees of drive
throughout the pedal revolution. Pedalling with the entire leg distributes the work so
your muscles fatigue much
more slowly, which means you
can ride
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the help of
professional cyclist
(and five-time
Tour
de
France
winner) Bernard Hinault
in 1984.
This clipless system was introduced to the market in 1986.
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■ First practice riding in a
If you're cycling
beneficial - be- safe environment, away from
short distances and pedalling casually, basic flat plat- cause when you either want to traffic and obstacles.
form pedals work fine. As your be unclipped or you can't clip
■ Practice clipping 'in' and
cycling becomes more serious, in fast enough - you'll still have 'out' whilst riding along a
straight road.
say to achieve fitness, the a good base of support.
■ Prior to reaching juncCleat type: the most versaspeed you pedal and the distance you cover increases and tile and safest cleat is the tions or tricky sections - unclip one foot well in advance.
there's a risk of your feet slip- Shimano SPD (see photo).
Enjoy your cycling
The most common is the
ping off platform pedals.
Furthermore, your feet
move about on platform
pedals, which wastes energy.
Clipless pedal systems keep
the balls of your feet directly
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Purchasing
Considerations
Firstly, select the correct shoe
and clipless pedal system for
your specific type of cycling.
In my opinion, the ideal
combination for newcomers
and recreational riders considering moving to clipless
pedal systems for the first time
is as follows:
Shoe type: touring style
shoes (see photo). They're flexible for comfort with rubber
soles and have recessed cleats
for walking. These are suitable
for both On-road and Off-road
riding. Make sure the
shoe will accept a
SPD pedal/cleat
system.
Pedal
type:
a
doublesided SPD
pedal (see
photo).
This means
you can click
into the pedal on
either side so you
don't have to
look down to
get your feet
in. Also some
of
these
pedals offer a
platform
around the piece that
engages the cleat. This design
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Ladies Bikes
Kids Bikes
Tandems
Kids Trailers
BMX Bikes
Electric Bikes
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SERVICE
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18€
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Plus a great selection of spares & accessories.

For more information call Gary or Lynn on: 637 487 377
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Members of The Society of Sports Therapists
We specialise in working with Cyclists
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Musculoskeletal Screening of Cyclists (unique)
Bikefit (specific to cycling discipline)
Rehabilitation programme for cyclists
Prevention & Management of Sports Injuries

www.njdsportsinjuries.co.uk

